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The project Inclusive Disaster
Resilience Index (INDRIX)
Demographic and social change as well as an increase in natural disasters due to climate change
are making the matter of community resilience
ever more pressing. Emergency planning and resilience-increasing efforts in Europe vary by region
and focuses, making it challenging to assess gaps
and opportunities for improvement.
The project INDRIX is developing a social resilience
index with a particular focus on inclusion of vulnerable groups of people. To achieve this, the project brings together stakeholders from social services, civil protection, and representatives of the
target groups.
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Self-assessment of communities,
individuals, and civil protection projects
The INDRIX social resilience index is suitable for
assessment of community resilience, based on
statistical data as well as data entered for just this
purpose. Individuals can also use a questionnaire
to clarify their resilience situation.

Project coordinators working in the area of civil
protection can use INDRIX to assess the resilience
focus of their projects or project proposals. Decision-makers in civil protection policy can evaluate
proposed new initiatives by their consideration of
major resilience factors.
INDRIX is also useful for research in areas concerning resilience and civil protection.

Easy to use data tool
As part of INDRIX, a visualisation software was developed that enabled easy access to the information thus far evaluated with the help of the index.
Regional resilience factors are shown on an intuitive map, project or initiative assessments are
visualised equally simple. This facilitates usage of
the information by stakeholders envisioned by the
project and beyond.

The data tool “Indrix Resilience Map”
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Visit our website for more information
The INDRIX project website contains more information about the project as well as links to our
data tool and assessment questionnaires:

http://indrix.eu

